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New Travel Options for 2019

Welcome to our latest Country Magazin, with which we want to keep you updated on
our latest travel products and provide you with inside information. In this month we
inform you about a stunning trip to Patagonia, an impressing 3-day hike to the
Quilotoa Crater in Ecuador and famous Lagoons in Peru.

Enjoy reading! 

Impressing trip through Patagonia 

http://www.newsletter-webversion.de/testmail/


In December our colleague Maruja traveled with one of our groups through
Patagonia. With one highlight after the other the itinerary of the travel could not be
better. From Buenos Aires we headed towards the south with first stop in
Bariloche. In very sunny weather we enjoyed the view of the deep blue lakes and
the panoramic mountain chains. While crossing the Andes on our way to Puerto
Varas, we noticed that it rains a lot more on the Chilean side why everything is
much greener. From Puerto Varas we visited the cute island Chiloe and did a
beautiful hike around the volcano Osorno. 

Our next stop was the national park Torres del Paine . The giant massif, turquoise
lakes, huge glaciers, pure creeks and a beautiful hike to the base de las torres, made
the stay in the park unforgettable. During our drive back to Argentina to El Chalten
we could already see from the distance the mount Fitz Roy presenting itself from its
best side without any clouds. The cute village El Chalten has a special atmosphere
with lots of cozy bars and restaurants to relax after scenic trekking days. Continuing
our travel to the next highlight, we drove to El Calafate from where we visited the
glacier Perito Moreno. The giant white-blue shining ice mass with the size of
Buenos Aires is simply breathtaking. On a boat close to the glacier we witnessed how
huge ice blocks crashed into the water with a big din. 

Last but not least we flew to the end of the world to Ushuaia where we had a
beautiful Christmas day in the national park Tierra del Fuego. The deep green forest
next to the Beagle Channel emits a peaceful tranquility so that we were all very
relaxed in the evening during our delicious Christmas dinner.

For information that is more detailed please get in contact with us via e-mail. 

We are looking forward to hearing from you!

Beautiful nature in Ecuador - 3-day hike to the Quilotoa Crater
               
Middle of January, three of our employees hiked the Quilotoa Loop; a 3-day hike
though the Andean region. The route started from the village Sigchos and ended at
the Quilotoa Lagoon. In those days, they experienced sweaty climbs, beautiful nature
and numerous stunning views. Despite the fact that it is currently rainy season in the



Andean region, they were lucky having sunny and hot days on their way. 

The first day´s hike started in Sigchos, a small village in the Cotopaxi province. The
aim of the day was to reach Insinlivi in 12 km distance. This hike was rather easy
and Insinlivi was reached after 3 hours of hiking. The conditions were perfect: Sunny
weather and good mood. Half an hour after arriving it started raining. First lesson
learned: Start hiking early!

The second day´s hike started early in the morning. Today’s goal: Chugchilan - 12
km to go. The weather was so beautiful as every hiker dreams of, but in contrast to
the day before: The hike got much more difficult. Directly at the beginning the paths
got very steep and the way was sometimes difficult to find without a guide. The way
led through a canyon and crossed a beautiful valley and above the valley there are
two viewpoints on different sides. You first have to hike a few 100 meters down to
climb the same distance up to the viewpoint at the other side of the valley. From the
secound viewpoint you are able to see the first one and the distance you have hiked.
An amazing feeling! After five hours and many sweat pearls, they arrived in
Chugchilan. Second day, second lesson learned: Getting lost is possible, get a
guide!

Last but not least, another 10 km to go! The last day´s hike from Chugchilan to the
Quilotoa crater is the hardest part of the Quilotoa loop. The paths are steep and
the last day’s hike is felt in the body :) Due to the high altitude change on that day of
hiking, one can observa a noticable change of vegetation. The closer it gets to the
crater, the colder it gets. After 5 hours of hiking the Crater was reached. The feeling
that they hiked all these kilometers by foot and all the views they experienced along
the way, erased all the exhaustion from the long climbs. Last lesson learned:
Bring warm clothes!

Summarizing the experience: Hard but worth it. The views are stunning! Just keep
in mind: Bring good hiking shoes and warm clothes, go with a guide and start hiking
early in the morning. Enjoy and don’t get lost. ;)

For information that is more detailed and travel dates please get in contact with us
via e-mail. 

We are looking forward to hearing from you!



Four Lagoons Circuit - Adventure Peru
The four lagons circuit is located in Acomayo province, in the distrcit of Pomacanchi.
These famous lagoons can be found 107 km from Cusco city (2 hours by car). A
tourist circuit has been created in order to allow visitors to appreciate the four
lagoons. This initiative is thanks to the joint effort of some 40 communities in the
area which offer the service of guidence, accommodation and food. Pomacanchi
Lagoon From Pomacanchi village, one has to walk 2.5 Km (10 min by car) to get to
the first lagoon also named Pomacanchi, located in the upper part of Vilcanota river.
Pomacanchi lagoon has a maximum depth  of 140 metters; around this, there are
abundant natural pastures, medicinal species, totora, mimi, etc. and fishes such as
trout, pejerrey, huitas,ccarachis,chiñis and carpas.

Acopia Lagoon
The second one is a small lagoon named Acopìa, located in the town with the same
name, this lagoon is very populated with birds, here pelicans and wild ducks can be
observed.

Asnaqocha Lagoon
The third lagoon is Asnaqocha (smelly lagoon) It concentrates abundant seaweed
which exposed to sunlight casts out a strong bad scent.

Pampamarca or Tungasuca Lagoon
The fourth lagoon is the highest one on the circuit (3750 asl) called Tungasuca or
Pampamarca. It shelters a huge array of wildlife like parihuanas and ducks due to
the abundance  of totorales that surround it. Sport Fishing takes place mainly in
Pampamarca since this lagoon is a sweet water one.  

The environs of this route  can be toured by bike.

The four lagoon circuit can be combined in a full day tour with the Q’eswachaka
bridge visit at Quehue district in Canas province. This bridge, UNESCO World
heritage, is built of qoya, fiber that comes from a local plant, that is renovated
anually during the second week of June in a ritual made by the local communities.
Nevertheless, before was made completely of Ichu, a highland pasture and logs tied
to a stone structure. In a 2 days tour the “new” Rainbow Mountain of Palccoyo can
be visited aditionally.



Year after year - TourCert and ITB Berlin

Currently, we are in the recertification process for the
TourCert label . For everybody who does not know TourCert
until now, it is a label, which ensures that all of our business
is conducted in a sustainable way. This means that we have to
follow guidelines when it comes to our travelers, the trips we
organize, and even internationally within our offices. We
received the TourCert Check first in 2014 and the full
certification in 2016. Now, in March 2019, we will receive our
recertification.

This year we are again participating at the ITB, which will take
place on 5 days from Wednesday, 06. March to Sunday,
10. March 2019 in Berlin. There we will present you our new
and innovative products frist hand! Please get in touch with us
in order to schedule a meeting and get new inside
information as one of the first :) We are looking forward to
meeting you soon!
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